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Antisemitism
• Pre-Christianity

• Israel important geographically
• Jews insular, hard to control, refused to convert to dominant religion of local ruler

• Post-Christianity

• Antisemtism becomes institutionalised
• Until Second Vatican Council in 1965 Catholic position was that all Jews at the time of Christ,
and all Jews today, are responsible for the death of Christ
• Black Death – some evidence that Jewish communities less affected due to hygiene and selfisolation 1
• Identification of Jews as a ‘race’ – doesn’t matter if secular or convert, still a Jew

• Contemporary

• Recent surge in antisemitism globally
• BDS movement (Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions) use idea of support for Palestine to promote
antisemitism

Antisemtism statistics
• 2018 survey in England found that 5% believe the Holocaust never
happened, 8% that the scale of it has been exaggerate.2
• Australian results from 2014 Anti-Defamation League global survey:
• 26% believe that Jews still talk about the Holocaust too much

• The global results of the ADL survey found that:

• 2 out of 3 people have either never heard of the Holocaust or don’t believe
that historical accounts are accurate
• Less than 50% of people under 35 have heard of the Holocaust
• 18% believe the global population of Jews is over 700 million (it’s just under
14 million)

Denial
• Nazis

• language they used, and lack of written
orders from Hitler, are the original examples of Holocaust denial.
Terms such as Endlösung (Final Solution), Sonderbehandlung
(special treatment), Aktion (operation) used as euphemisms for
mass murder.
• Himmler’s speech October 1943 The destruction of the Jews is a
glorious page in our history that has never been recorded and
never shall be.

Death Camps v Concentration Camp
• First killing centre was part of
the T4 euthanasia program.
• Chelmno was first dedicated
death camp as part of the
Final Solution, followed by
Belze, Sobibor, and Treblinka.
• Auschwitz-Birkenau was a
combination of a
concentration/labour camp
(Auschwitz) and death camp
(Birkenau)

• Deborah Lipstadt noted a difference between first and
second “generation” of deniers:3
• First Generation – attempt to cleanse Nazis of their
actions
• Second Generation – acknowledge Nazi antisemitisim,
but allege that the Holocaust never happened, or the
number of victims is grossly exaggerated.

• Contemporary Holocaust deniers claim they are
“revisionists” attempting to find the truth of the Holocaust,
not denying its existence. This attempts to legitimise them,
as by definition all historians should aim to be revisionists.

• French author Paul Rassinier. Wrote several books arguing that:

• Nazis viewed Jews as enemy aliens, deported or allowed them to
emigrate
• The violence in camps was not result of SS, but of the inmates in charge
(kapos)
• Survivor testimony is exaggerated and unreliable

• American professor of medieval English literature Austin J. App
wrote pamphlet The Six Million Swindle in 1965. Main
arguments:
• Deaths occurred in areas controlled by Soviet Union
• Jews executed by Nazis were spies, criminals, resistance fighters
• Burden of proof of claims of 6 million killed rests on the accusers, not
the accused.

• David Irving, arguably the most famous Holocaust denier/revisionist.
Wrote Hitler’s War (1977). Argues that Hitler had no knowledge of
the Holocaust. Book comprehensively debunked by historians. From
1988 onwards openly denies the Holocaust. Historian Richard J Evans
during the Lipstadt libel trial testified that:
Irving (...) had deliberately distorted and wilfully mistranslated documents,
consciously used discredited testimony and falsified historical
statistics. (...) Irving has fallen so far short of the standards of scholarship
customary amongst historians that he does not deserve to be called a historian
at all.4

• Fredrick Töben, German-Australian, director and founder of the
Adelaide Institute. Convictions for Holocaust denial and hate speech
in Germany and Australia. Has claimed that he is not a Holocaust
denier as you cannot deny what never happened.

• Holocaust deniers tie in to the conspiracy theory
phenomenon, also links into stereotypical antisemtism that
there is a global cabal of Jews who run the world/economy
from the shadows.
• They often have websites that report on other conspiracies –
9/11 being a false-flag operation, vaccines being used for
population control, and more recently that Covid-19 was a
bioweapon attack on China by the USA etc.
• Government support of Holocaust revisionism in an attempt
to cleanse their national history (eg. Poland, Hungary, Iran,
and Ukraine)

Evidence of the Holocaust
Documents, testimony, physical

Evidence of the Holocaust
• There is a multitude of undeniable evidence of the atrocities of the
Holocaust
• Evidence can be categorised as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nazi contemporary documents
Jewish documents written in the ghettos
Survivor testimony
Perpetrator testimony
Post-war documents from War Crimes Trials
Archaeological and forensic studies

Nazi Evidence
• Hitler’s speeches often referred to
the extermination of the Jews, for
example his speech to the
Reichstag on 30 January 1939:

if the international Jewish financiers in
and outside Europe should succeed in
plunging the nations once more into a
world war, then the result will not be
the Bolshevization of the earth, and
thus the victory of Jewry, but the
annihilation of the Jewish race in
Europe.

• Himmler is the highest ranked Nazi who speaks explicitly
about the Holocaust. In his speech in Posen to SS officers in
October 1943 he says:

“We were faced with the question: what about the women and
children? … I did not consider myself justified to exterminate the
men – in other words, to kill them or have them killed and allow the
avengers of our sons and grandsons in the form of their children to
grow up. The difficult decision had to be made to have this people
disappear from the earth.”

The so-called Jäger Report written on 1
December 1941 by Karl Jäger,
commander of Einsatzkommando 3, a
killing unit of Einsatzgruppe A which
was attached to Army Group North
during the invasion of the USSR.
In a period of two months this unit
murdered 137 346 people, 135 288 of
whom were Jewish.

Wannsee Conference
• 20/1/1942 organised by Adolf
Eichmann under Heydrich’s
orders. Often mistakenly
described as when the Final
Solution was authorised
• Aim to coordinate the antiJewish actions
• Document at right is a table of
the Jewish population of Europe
5

Auschwitz Album

This is a photo album showing the
arrival and processing of Hungarian
Jews in Auschwitz in June 1944.6

No memory of the men, women, and children that were
deemed “valueless” upon their arrival remains in camp
records.
Jewish women who have been selected for slave labour. In the
background, the personal belongings brought by the deportees.

Transport Details
The Nazis precisely managed and
recorded the details of
transporting Jews from Germany
to the Ghettos and camps in the
East.
As result, there are excellent
interactive database/maps of
transport routes with supporting
evidence.

Jewish Documents
• Jewish documentary evidence of
the Holocaust includes:
• Diaries, letters, sketches, etc from
within hiding, in the Ghettos, and
(occasionally) in the camps
• Documents & photos compiled by
Judenrat officials within the
Ghettos eg The Chronicle of the
Lodz Ghetto 7

Jacob Lipschitz (1903–1945)
Beaten (My Brother Gedalyahu), Kovno Ghetto, 1941–1944

Survivor Testimony
• Many Survivors never spoke about
their experiences until much later
in life
• The death camps had few survivors
– just two from Chelmno, another
2 from Belzec, and about 70 each
from Sobibor and Treblinka
• A total of approximately 15,250
survived Auschwitz-Birkenau
• There are problems with some
testimonies – but this does not
discount all Survivor recounts

• The USC Shoah Foundation has
collated 55,000 video testimonies
from survivors

Perpetrator Testimony
• Karl Frenzel – SS Officer at Sobibor:
Poles were not killed there. Gypsies were not
killed there. Russians were not killed there ...
only Jews, Russian Jews, Polish Jews, Dutch Jews,
French Jews.
When my children and friends ask me whether it
is true, I tell them yes, it is true. And when they
say, but this is impossible, then I tell them again,
it is really true. It is wrong to say that it never
happened.

War Crimes Trials
• There were numerous trials held
in the aftermath of WW2
• The transcripts, documents, and
photos of the Nuremburg Trials
are freely available at
https://nuremberg.law.harvard.e
du/

Document NO-365 (below) and report (above) submitted
to Nurmeburg Trials, outlining plans to build gas
chambers in Riga and Minsk as part of the solution to the
“Jewish Question”

Archaeological Evidence
• The majority of camps were destroyed
at the end of the war – either as the
Nazis retreated, or by liberators &
survivors
• Along with evidence of the Holocaust,
archaeological studies can give an
insight to the psychology behind its
operation:

• Archaeologists tend to focus on the
sites of known mass-murders, camps,
ghettos etc. While this is important, it
means many sites of the Holocaust
remain hidden or unstudied.
• It is impossible to expect
archaeologists to discover proof of all
6 million murders. This is often used
as “evidence” by deniers.

The team also found 114 terra cotta floor tiles—some whole and some in fragments—near the gas-chamber
foundations, which they were able to trace to a construction firm that produced a type of tile known to be used in
Jewish buildings during the World War II era. Sturdy Colls suspects this choice may reveal calculated Nazi attempts to
deceive arriving Jews. “We think they selected these tiles because they were used in Jewish ritual baths—to convince
[the victims] that they were just going to have a shower.”8

Serniki
• A town in north-western
Ukraine, 3000 people, roughly
half Orthodox Jews.
• Occupied by the Nazis in August
1941 – established an open
ghetto
• Early September 1942 850 men,
women and children forced to lie
down in an open 40x5 metre pit.

• 1990 a team from Australia’s
Special Investigations Unit,
headed by archaeologist
Professor Richard Wright began
an excavation of the killing field
The Australian SIU was part of the
Australian Federal Police, and was
primarily tasked with investigating
alleged war criminals. It was shut
down in 1992

I was horrified. Skulls did not bother me. I have handled
many in my career, but none had plaited hair.
Sonia Wright diary entry 13 June 1990

The bodies of 553 victims were examined, and 407 were
females, including 63 under 9 years and 134 between 10 and 19.
The eldest victim was between 80 and 89.

It seems that the killers made the victims lie down in rows
before they shot them. Then they made the next group lie
down on top of the dead bodies – and so on …
Sonia Wright diary entry 25 June 1990

Holocaust Memorials
• Why would nations erect
memorials to the Holocaust,
which often highlight their own
involvement, if it didn’t happen?
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Tactics of Denial
Combatting Holocaust denial and revisionists, and how to change attitudes

Motives of Denialists
• Pro-Nazi (less common today)
• Antisemitic
• Anti-Israel/Pro-Palestine (it’s possible to be pro both Israel AND
Palestine)
• Ultranationalist
• Conspiracy theory/”truth” finders

Michael Shermer
•
•
•
•

Q. [Leshem]
Why do you think that people deny the Holocaust then?
A. [Shermer]
I think it really is mostly anti-Semitism, the belief in the inordinate amount
of power that Jews allegedly have in the world. It’s a certain amount of just
basic tribalism. “We’re worried about that tribe of Jews. That they’re doing
this, they’re doing that.” It really does come down to that and the
Holocaust is such a lynch pin in modern history of political support for
Israel, for example, and so anti-Zionists, anti-Israeli supporters will then
wish to undermine that political support by taking the Holocaust away
from the politics by saying, “Well, it didn’t actually happen.”

Tactics of Revisionists
• Cherry-picking data
• Intentionally mistranslating Nazi speeches & documents
• Use of a variety of fallacies for example:

• Argumentum ex silentio (argument from silence) – if we cannot provide
specific irrefutable evidence of each of the deaths of 6 million individual
Jews, then they were not murdered
• Selectively using facts
• Ad hominem attacks on Survivor testimony
• False authority – the use of “experts” in the Holocaust that are used by
deniers to validate the arguments that they are making, often repeatedly
referring to their qualifications (PhD, professor, author, etc) which are almost
always in completely unrelated fields

Problems
• CSI generation – people want comprehensive scientific evidence of all
6 million deaths – this will never be achieved
• Pop-culture Holocaust films/books create problems – eg. Boy In the
Striped Pyjamas adds weight to the myth that Germans didn’t know
what was going on. Also reinforces antisemitism.
• Holocaust survivor testimony is often plagued with inaccuracies –
understandable due to trauma/time/age, but can be used as
“evidence” by deniers
• Holocaust revisionists “I’m not saying the Holocaust didn’t happen,
but…”

Changing Attitudes
• Education – the Holocaust is now a mandatory part of the
Australian history curriculum in Year 10:
Examination of significant events of World War II, including the
Holocaust and use of the atomic bomb

• Expanding laws making Holocaust denial a crime
• Confronting denial and antisemitism – including the
commercialisation of the Holocaust
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